time is running out for china to prepare its economy for a 'great demographic unknown'

Labour Day tourism spike in China sees more people travelling than pre-pandemic levels

Trip.com, China's biggest online service agent for the Labour Day holiday, is Shanghai Disneyland, followed by Emperor Qinshihuang's Mausoleum in Xian (home of the Terracotta Army)

Rivlin, who has been to China three times, noted that next year will be the centenary of the end of World War I.
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Jack Ma shows why China's tycoons keep quiet

Mexico City marks 500 years since conquest battle began

Norton, who declared himself emperor of the United States, and his subjects loved it

On July 16, 1860, 84 years after the American colonists signed the Declaration of Independence and officially stated their intention to form a union of their own, a decree was issued

The stories we love make us who we are

The literature of the fantastic has always embodied our profound truths, our finest attributes and our deepest prejudices.

why is there a monument to soviet pilots in wuhan!?

China is growing fast — but the workforce powering its economic rise is shrinking. Census data released Tuesday showed that China's total population rose by 5.8% over the past decade — the slowest

Viewing China from afar: Malinin Stepan's trip to Shaanxi shows China's resumption from pandemic

Stepan was curious about the different stories hidden in Xi'an, one of the most important ancient capitals in China. Under the direction of a local guide, Stepan went to Emperor Qin Shi Huang's

Regulatory worries likely to dominate China's media earnings season

How did a British nobody dethrone China's biggest company, Kweichow Moutai worth $400 billion?

China Yellow River Culture Month held in Zhengzhou

The launching ceremony of the Yellow River Culture Month in China (Zhengzhou), the ceremony of worshipping the ancestors in the hometown of the Yellow Emperor in the Xin Chou year, the "Three
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CE, Mount Wutai had become a major pilgrimage site within the emerging culture of a distinctively Chinese Buddhism. Famous as the abode

How China is cracking down on its once untouchable tech titans

China's tech giants are facing regulatory scrutiny and public backlash over unfair labor practices and obscene wealth

First China, then America: how Japan waged war across the Pacific

Why exactly did Japan elect to attack a country with twice the population, five times the steel production and seventeen times the gross national income?

China: all in all just another BRIC in the wall

...and there is a reference to the sentence, "One man cannot move a mountain. Charlie Chan: No, but two men can start digging. Charlie Chan in Shanghai (1935) calling a spade a spade Fifty-one years ago, Capitalists Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger
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When did the revolutionary China first emerge on the world stage? When did China begin to reshape the world order? The Chinese Communist Party's one hundredth anniversary is a good occasion to reflect on the

China, the three emperors 1662-1795

Our once more of a mountain. Charlie Chan: Yes, but two men can start digging. Charlie Chan in Shanghai (1935) calling a spade a spade Fifty-one years ago, Capitalists Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger

china all in all just another bric in the wall

Worried about a spate of serious road accidents across the province, with 107 people killed in 2019, the provincial government has stepped up efforts to improve road safety.
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File: People wear face masks as a preventive measure against the COVID-19 coronavirus as they walk through the Forbidden City, the former palace of China's emperors, in Beijing on May 24, 2021.

Music from fiddles fit for an emperor

Next China: Taming the Mighty Metals

While Baidu is considered one of China's "Cloud Emperors" alongside Alibaba, Revenue has been stalled at around $18.4 billion for three years. The only real growth in 2020 came from

Billionaires at Midea, Haitian turn Foshan into manufacturing powerhouse in Greater Bay Area's fourth-largest economy

Chinese History as Told via Asia's booming auction market

5 common Chinese surnames and their significance

The New Zealand isn't 'sucking up' to China by learning from countries' mistakes

Chinese literature as told via Asia's booming auction market

Why has there never been a secret Chinese emperor? The secret of Wutai Mountain's golden statue of a man is one of the world's greatest mysteries.

China and the Three Emperors 1662-1795

Three common Chinese surnames and their significance
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China's Three Emperors 1662-1795

As revolutionaries in Tibet gained the upper hand in the 1950s, China's leaders looked west for models of how to achieve greatness with limited resources.
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Our once more of a mountain. Charlie Chan: Yes, but two men can start digging. Charlie Chan in Shanghai (1935) calling a spade a spade Fifty-one years ago, Capitalists Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger